
From Morphology to Syntax, from Lexical to Functional: On the Japanese suffix -ppo-i (-ish) 

    In recent colloquial Japanese, certain bound suffixes have gained new functions in the 

syntactic domain. That is, they attach to a sentence or a lexicalized expression. Among such 

suffixes, I take up -ppo-i ‘-ish’, which is an adjective-forming suffix with limited productivity, 

as found in yasu-ppoi ‘cheapish’ from an adjective yasu-i ‘cheap’. Building on the previous 

studies (Kozima, 2003; Matsumoto, 1997; Ohara, 2010), I analyze its two new syntactic 

constructions: a modal subcategorizing for a TP and a complimentizer-like function that 

modifies a noun. Particularly, I present a unique phenomenon ‘rescue by quotation’, in which 

a certain ungrammatical sequence with -ppo-i becomes grammatical by noun insertion, and 

point out that the ‘quotation’ plays a crucial role in it. 

    The data (a) and (b) present the new syntactic distribution of -ppo-i as a modal, which 

has a sense of ‘seem’, instead of the ‘-ish’ sense of the suffix. The modal -ppo-i is 

subcategorized for TP, since it grammatically follows a tensed verb phrase and its sense 

scopes over the entire TP as in (a), but it cannot attach to a larger phrase, such as a clause with 

a discourse particle yo ‘I’m telling you’ in (b). 
 
 a. [TP Hanako-ga  [VP  oogoe-de  okor]-u]    ppo-i 

      Hanako-TOP     loud voice-INST scold-Pres   PPOI-Pres 

      ‘It seems that Hanako scolds in a loud voice’ 

 

 b. *[CP [TP Hanako-ga    oogoe-de       okor-u]    yo]      ppo-i 

  Hanako-TOP  loud voice-INST scold-Pres  Particle  PPOI-Pres 

 

 c. [CP [TP Hanako-ga    oogoe-de        okor-u] yo] ppoi   hanasi 

   Hanako-TOP  loud voice-INST  scold-Pres   Particle  PPOI story 

          ‘The story that goes like “(I’m telling you) Hanako scolds in a loud voice”’ 

 

Remarkably, the ill-formed structure (b) is licensed and grammatically interpreted as a ‘quote’ 

when a noun is inserted after -ppo-i, as illustrated in (c). In (c), -ppo-i lacks the ‘seem’ sense 

but has a complimentizer-like function to introduce its preceding structure as a ‘quote’ 

corresponding to the noun it modifies, which could be translated as ‘(noun) that goes like’. 

This -ppo-i with ‘quotation’ function can be considered as another new syntactic construction. 

    As shown above, an originally bound suffix -ppo-i has developed new functions in the 

domain of syntax. Particularly, this analysis is new in pointing out that the interpretation of 

‘quotation’, rather than syntactic operations such as movement, is used as a strategy to 

grammaticalize an otherwise ill-formed structure in the ‘rescue by quotation’ phenomenon. 
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